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This guide is a free resource

designed with the first-time

visitor in mind. 

The route selection suggested is

only a small sample of routes in

Fairhead, but provide a good

introduction.

This guide contains no topos

therefore is not a substitute to the

Fairhead Guidebook but rather an

accompanying resource.

A warm thanks to the Mc Bride

family for contributing and for

continued support to the

climbing community.

Please follow and support the

official Mc Bride Farm Website -

Explore Fairhead

&

The Explore Fairhead Instagram

Profile

Welcome

https://explorefairhead.com/
https://www.instagram.com/explorefairhead/
https://hikeandclimb.ie/


The most popular access point to Fairhead is from the McBride Farm, situated 7km to the East of

Ballycastle - Google Map Pin

The McBride Farm is a working farm with livestock therefore being thoughtful and respectful is

essential to maintaining access and good relationships with the landowners.

There is a strict Leave no Trace Policy at Fairhead - regardless if it is biodegradable. 

There is also a strict No Dogs Policy (including on-lead).

As you enter the Fairhead Car Park there is an Honesty Box located on the left hand side of the

entrance gate. If a member of the McBride family is visible and approachable (use caution if heavy

machinery is being used) you can pay the car park fee of £3 directly to them. If not please place in the

Honesty Box.  

Access

https://goo.gl/maps/V1LjAFDrLM6jULwk7
https://www.leavenotraceireland.org/education/education-introduction/
https://hikeandclimb.ie/


If you are considering camping please ask a member of the McBride family first where is appropriate

before pitching a tent as animals are moved from field to field.

Please remember this is a working farm.

There are occasionally portable toilets onsite depending on time of year, but when there are no toilets

onsite please bring anything and 'everything' off site with you. Remember Leave No Trace extends

across the board.

Camping

Again you can give the nightly camping fee of £5 to a member of the McBride family or leave it in the

Honesty Box. 

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Fairhead Car

Park

Fairhead

Ballycastle

Private Farm

No Access

Marconi's Cove

Google Map Pin

https://goo.gl/maps/V1LjAFDrLM6jULwk7
https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Fairhead

Private Farm

No Access

Fairhead Carpark

Fairhead Crag

Ballycastle

Camping is often available at

Fairhead but please check with

the McBride Family before

pitching a tent as this area is a

working farm.
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Fairhead is an expansive mass of dolerite situated on the N.East coast of Northern Ireland. 

It is comprised of vast vertical walls, columns, soaring corners and crack systems. 

The climbing is traditional requiring a broad skill set, knowledge base and an appetite for

adventure. 

Fairhead may not have the grandeur of bigger International walls nor the easy T-shirt wearing

accessability of sports crags on the Continent, but it contains as much adventure as one's

imagination can hold. 

Fairhead

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Where to Start?

Deciding where to start in Fairhead as a first time visitor

depends on one's experience level and how involved one

wishes to become. 

Routes in Fairhead may vary from obvious linear lines on

The Prow at under 40m, to involved adventurous routes like

An Bealach Runda (105m) that may take you longer than

anticipated!

For a first time visitor operating within the VS - E1 grades

The Prow may be an excellent place to start providing

single pitch 3 star routes and a fierce introduction to

jamming. 

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


For those wanting an accessible 

 multipitch experience (VS -E2)

then the Ballycastle Descent East

area has a selection of superb

routes.

For those visiting for the first time

that are looking for a more

committed and adventurous

experience then there is 3km of

outrageous and beautiful lines to

explore from Rathlin Wall to

Binnagapple

Where to Start?

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Area Choice?
The Prow

Ballycastle Descent

Gully East

Rathlin Wall

An Bealach Runda

White Lightening Amphitheatre

Grey Man's Path

Binnagapple

Linear Lines - Single Pitch

VS ***- E3 ***

Multipitch & Accessible

VS*** - E5***

Multipitch - Adventurous 

E2*** - E5***

Multipitch - Adventurous

E1*** - E5***

Multipitch - Adventurous 

E1 ** - E4 ***

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


The Prow

The Prow is an ideal starting

point for the first time visitor to

Fairhead. 

The climbing is linear following

obvious crack systems splitting

dolerite columns, and

introduces one to jamming.

Many of the routes in Fairhead

require a broad range of

jamming techniques and the

Prow is an ideal place to learn.

 

There is a generous sprinkling of 3 star VS

- E3 routes in this area, generally very well

protected offering ample nut, cam, hex

placements.

The average length of the routes are 40m

with a tiered top-out requiring

concentration when moving away from

the cliff edge.

The belay anchors are made from

protection placement and the use of

natural anchors.

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


   The Prow routes can be accessed via

abseil or a scramble down the

Ballycastle Descent Gully. 

The Prow

Routes are approx 40m therefore make

sure the abseil rope touches the ground

and always place knots in the rope end!

The abseil anchors are natural requiring

a solid trad anchor building skill set.

Farrangandoo crag

Marconi's Cove

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


The Prow
The Black Thief

The Fence

Midnight Cruiser

Fireball

The Embankment

Marconi

VS 4b ***

VS 4c ***

E1 5b ***

E1 5b ***

Recommended Routes

Railroad

E1 5b ***

Fáth Mo Bhuartha

E1 5b***

E2 5c ***

E3 5c ***

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Climbing Equipment
Many of the routes in Fairhead follow crack systems that can be linear, massive open-book

corners, grooves or minor crack systems that are encountered along the route. 

A reasonable first-time rack for a Fairhead visitor may contain (excluding one's personal

equipment):

Double set of nuts

Double set of Cams (possibly trebling up on key sizes)

Several Extendable Slings

120cm x 4 slings

240cm x 1 sling

Quickdraws x 20

Several spare krabs

60m Half Ropes

Hexes (useful on some of the adventrous routes)

Pair of Crack Gloves

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


The climbing in this area is a

departure from The Prow in that

the required skill set for route

reading, identifying and placing

good protection, rope

management, building belays and

communication is more complex.

The climbing in this area is also

more indicitative of the rest of the

climbing in Fairhead, providing a

more adventurous and involved

experience.

The Ballycastle Descent Gully East area

has a good spread of routes in a variety of

styles. Starting from the gully and

working East, the routes start of as single

pitch and then transition into multipitch.

The majority of interest in the Ballycastle

East area is in the multipitch climbing. 

The climbing can vary from face

climbing, to corner, to 3D navigation

around roofs.

Ballycastle Descent East

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


The Prow

Ballycastle Descent
Gully

Ballycastle East

Ballycastle West

Ballycastle East can be accessed via
the Descent Gully or via an abseil.

Ballycastle East-West

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Ballycastle East

Chieftain

Girona

Hell's Kitchen

Aoife

VS 4b 4b **

VS 4c, 4c ***

HVS 5a 5a

***

E2 5b 5a ***

Recommended Routes

Ocean Boulevard

E3 5c 5b ***

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Climbing Tactics

One of the major challenges
for a venue like Fairhead is to

know when to place
protection and when to run-

it-out a little. 

It is not uncommon for a
climber to top-out having

run-out the last section of a
route due to an unavailability

of the required protection!

Another potential
challenge in Fairhead is

communication between
climbing partners.

If you are used to
climbing at a venue with

shorts routes be
forewarned that

oftentimes  you will not
be able to see / hear your

climbing partner.

 Before setting foot on
the route discuss the

route / belays /
communication. 

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Rathlin Wall

Rathlin Wall is a beautiful swath of

dolerite that is defined by it's large

faces, corners and overhangs.

Although the VS 'Roaring Meg' is

worth seeking out for an

adventurous experience, the

classic open-book E2 corners are a

must do for anyone visiting

Fairhead.

The corners are long, offering

varied climbing styles, 

 occasionally containing roofs and 

 generally well protected.

Some of the classic

routes on the Rathlin

Wall area are a

combination of face

climbing, crack climbing,

over-comming roofs and

traversing.

There are no fewer than

21 *** routes that offer a

challenge to anyone

operating between the

E2 to E8 grades!!

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


While it is possible to walk

into the base of the routes

from Ratlin Wall to The

White Lightning

Amphitheatre it is often

times easier to abseil in as

the further one moves

Eastwards the more

vegetated the base

becomes.

The baes of Fairhead is

littered with hidden blocks

that are often covered by

vegetation that will happily

swallow an aimless climber

whole!

While access to The Prow is accessible

using a 50m static line, the rest of the

crag is best approached using a 100m

static.

There are areas where you will not be

able to see the rope touch the ground,

therefore always place knots in the rope

ends.

The anchors are all trad using boulders

and crack systems, therefore a solid

understanding of how to build a

bulletproof abseil is required.

Walk in or Abseil?

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Equinox 

Blind Phew

Conchubair

Cuchulainn

Face Value

The Mask

E2 5b, 5b ***

E2 5b, 5b ***

E2 5a, 5c ***

E2 5b, 5c, 5c ***

Recommended Routes

Mizen Star

E4 5c, 6a ***

The Hustler

E2 5b, 5b*** E4 6a, 6a ***

E5 6a, 6a ***

Rathlin Wall

E5 6b 5c ***

Wall of Prey

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Fairhead Climbing Meet

The Fairhead Climbing Meet is the largest rock climbing event in the Irish climbing calendar.
Started in 2007 by Dal Riada Climbing Club members with a small dedicated number of attendees

the event steadily grew under the stewardship of Paul Swail. 

This meet, now run by the Dal Riada Climbing Club takes place during the June bank-holiday
weekend in Ireland, running over two/three days.

The Event is only possible with the generous support of the McBride family that host the meet,
providing camping, parking areas and a veune for the evening talks. 

It is vital that all attending The Fairhead Climbing Meet shows their appreciation to the McBride
Family and the event organisers by financially contributing to the meet where requested and

embracing a strict Leave No Trace Policy. 

The Fairhead Climbing Meet is a must for all Irish, British, European and International Trad Climbers.

https://www.facebook.com/DalRiadaClimbingClub
https://hikeandclimb.ie/


The Bealach Runda (Terrace) area contains a

selection of adventurous routes requiring good

route finding judgement and an ability to engage

in 3D climbing and jamming..

The classic for the first time visitor is An Bealach Runda.

At E1 5b one can expect to encounter almost the full

gambit of climbing styles, including full body insertion,

jamming, smearning, laybacking...etc. 

An Bealach Runda
(Terraces)

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


An Bealach Runda

The X Men

Dark Forces

Block Buster

E1 5a, 5b, 5a ***

E3 5c, 6a, 5a **

E3 6a, 5c, 4c ***

E2 5c, 4c, 5b ***

Recommended Routes

Northern Exposure

E3 5b, 5c, 5c ***

Scorpion

E5 6b, 6b, 6a ***

An Bealach Runda
(Terraces)

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Fairhead is a big adventurous venue that requires sound judgement with regard to assessing rock

quality.

Generally the quality of rock on the established lines is excellent but flakes and blocks have been

known to dislodge, therefore a cautious approach is advised.

The popular routes in Fairhead are generally clean but due to the aspect of the crag and the small

traditional climbing scene in Ireland, even the popular routes can get a bit green occasionally. 

There is however an active group of local climber that clean routes when they can and spend

time opening up old classic lines that have been overlooked. 

The Dal Riada Climbing Club also has an informal cleaning meet once p/year before the annual

Fairhead Meet. 

Rock Quality

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


White Lightning Amphitheatre
Grey Man's Path

Binnagapple
The routes in this large area

are adventurous, outstanding

and challenging. This part of

the Fairhead crag tends to be

a bit quieter during most of

the year. 

The exception to this solitude

is during the Fairhead meet

when in particular the Grey

Man's Path area can become

busy.

.

The recommended

routes are with the

first time visitor in

mind.

There are many

amazing ***/** routes

that deserve

attention but some of

them can get quite

green after rainfall

therefore a local

knowledge is best

reserved for these

routes. 

.

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Burn Up

Hurricane

Toby Jug

Jolly Rodger

E1  5a, 5a ***

E2 5b, 5b ***

E1 5a, 5b ***

E3 6a, 5c ***

Recommended Routes

Sandpiper

E2 5c, 5b ***

The Brasser
E2 5c, 5a ***

White Lightning Amphitheatre
Grey Man's Path - Binnagapple

Track of the Cat

E4 6a ***

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Access 
Access to the Binnagapple - White

Lightening Amphitheatre area is mainly via

an adventurous BIG abseil.

The exception to this is when accessing the

routes close to the Grey Man's Path Gully.

Once again all the anchor are a mixture of

trad protection and natural anchors,

therefore a solid anchor building skill set is

required.

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


When to Visit?

Fairhead has a big reputation and can seem

intimidating.

The routes are generally long, sustained and

can be adventurous. 

But, the climbing is sensational - read some

of the comments on the UKC Log Book

....'best routes I've ever done' is a common

comment!

If one is climbing comfortably in the HVS

grades then Fairhead is definitely worthy of

one's attention. 

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Climbing Styles
Fairhead will test every strength and expose any

weakness with regard to climbing techniques.

Jamming plays a major part of climbing in Fairhead

with full body insertion, helmet jamming, chimney,

hand and finger jamming. 

Corner climbing also plays a significant part with

bridging, laybacking, smearing and overcomming

roofs.

Face climbing is more common from E3 upwards

with some outstanding lines available.

.

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Fairhead Conditions
Fairhead generally has a northly aspect but due to the size and prow-like shape of the crag

some areas receive the morning sunlight while other the evening sunshine.

The best time of year is between April - September but of course there are exceptions to

this general rule. 

Over recent years in Ireland we have seen several beautiful weeks with high pressure

systems dominating in April and September.  

However, it is not uncommon to feel the shadow of hypothermia during the Summer

months therefore bring lovely warm layers when appropriate.

It is also not uncommon to be on a route in Fairhead and see a wall of rain approaching

you from the North West!!

Be warned that the dreaded midge can be ferocious during the Summer when the winds

are light and the day is overcast!

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Rock Climbing and Risk!

Rock climbing is an amazing activity that can open up a whole world.

But, all those reading this free resource should recognises that climbing is an activity involving

danger, and can result in personal injury or death. Participants in this activity should be aware of

and accept these risks and be responsible for their own actions.

In the advent of an accident call 999 / 112 and calmly explain your situation. 

https://hikeandclimb.ie/


Guide
Books
Click on the books to

purchase / more info

https://www.mytherapyphysio.com/
https://www.mountaineering.ie/shop/showImage/?ProdCode=1046
https://hikeandclimb.ie/


HikeandClimb.ie

A Climbing Resource

This climbing resource is free and feel free to share.

A big thank you again to Gerard Mc Bride and family.

Thank you to the following that provide a few superb pics

Ken Doyle

Michal Samsel

Monika Lawniczak

Jonathan Smith

Happy Climbing

https://hikeandclimb.ie/

